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  Fragrant Heart Daily Meditations Elisabeth Blaikie,2015-04-10
  Awkward Family Photos Mike Bender,Doug
Chernack,2010-05-04 Based on the hit website,
AwkwardFamilyPhotos.com (“painful, regrettable, horrifyingly
awesome snaps of family bonding, you will laugh so hard that
people in adjoining offices will ask what’s wrong with
you”—Esquire), this full color book features never-before-seen
photos and hilarious personal stories covering everything from
uncomfortable moments with relatives, teen angst, sibling rivalry,
and family vacations from hell. Cringe at the forced poses, bad
hair, and matching outfits--all prompting us to look at our own
families and celebrate the fact that we're not alone. Nothing says
awkward better than an uncomfortable family photograph!
  Historic Photos of Nashville ,2005-09-22 By the mid-nineteenth
century, the city of Nashville was a vibrant cultural center of the
South. Through the Civil War reconstruction, two world wars, and
into a modern era, Nashville has continued to grow and prosper by
overcoming adversity and maintaining the strong independent
culture of its citizens. This volume, Historic Photos of Nashville,
captures this journey through still photography from the finest
archives of the city, state and private collections. From the Civil
War, Exposition and the great fire of 1916, Historic Photos of
Nashville follows life, government, education, and disasters
throughout Nashville's history. The book captures unique and rare
scenes and events through the original lens of hundreds of historic
photographs. Published in striking duo tone these images
communicate historic events and everyday life of two centuries of
people building a unique and prosperous city.
  Smart Photos Jo Bradford,2022-08-23 Packed with projects and
inspirational ideas you can do any time, any place, become an
accomplished photographer while feeding your creativity with this
guide that reveals what just what your smartphone camera is
capable of. A camera phone is something we always have on us
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and creativity is something we all have in us but often we struggle
to use them properly, feeling like we don’t have the time, space or
inclination to dedicate to it. Here, photography expert and
bestselling author Jo Bradford supplies a collection of practical
exercises that allow you to master the features on your
smartphone camera to take incredible images and also help you to
easily reconnect with your creative side. By encouraging you to try
something different with your camera and seek out creative
opportunities – from light painting to collage, image stacking to
time-lapse landscapes – soon you will once again feel the
satisfaction of thinking and acting creatively, with the added
benefit of taking you from a snapper to an accomplished
photographer with visual literacy. Smartphone photography is
addictive with a tangible feel-good factor; it’s time to embrace it
and capture the moments that matter to you in all their glory.
  Historic Photos of Mississippi ,2009-05-01 Imagine a ride with
the Mississippi mockingbird as it soars through the Mississippi
skies. Beginning in the land of Elvis at Tupelo, one moves down to
the Piney Woods of East Central Mississippi where the ground is
covered with fragrant pine straw and where Choctaw moccasins
once walked the trails. Then turn south where the ocean waves
swell upon sandy beaches and sea gulls hover and squawk in the
breeze. Continue onward to the mansions of historic Natchez and
the cotton fields of the Mississippi Delta where the blues reigns
supreme. Finally, swoop down toward Old Man River, the majestic
Mississippi, and skim across its yellow waters. The waters have
seen war and defeat, loss and love, heartbreaks and triumphs. No
sentiments need speaking. Only the sweet songs of the
mockingbird are required to understand a land whose beauty is
second only to the strength of its people. Through nearly 200
images printed in vivid black-and-white, with brief introductions
and captions, Historic Photos of Mississippi takes the viewer on a
flightpath to key points of interest in historic Mississippi.
  Historic Photos of Fort Worth Quentin McGown,2007 Fort
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Worth is an American city quintessentially founded upon change.
From its birth to the present, Fort Worth has consistently built and
reshaped its appearance, ideals, and industry. Through changing
fortunes, Fort Worth has continued to grow and prosper by
overcoming adversity and maintaining the strong, independent
culture of its citizens. Historic Photos of Fort Worth captures this
journey through still photography selected from the finest
archives. From the Texas Spring Palace to Armour and Swift, the
Carnegie Library to the Casa Manana and Frontier Centennial,
Historic Photos of Fort Worth follows life, government, education,
and events throughout the city's history. This volume captures
unique and rare scenes through the lens of hundreds of historic
photographs. Published in striking black and white, these images
communicate historic events and everyday life of two centuries of
people building a unique and prosperous city.
  Historic Photos of Minneapolis Heather Block Lawton,2007
Publisher description
  Historic Photos of Kansas City Lara Copeland,2006 Historic
Photos of Kansas City captures Kansas City's past through
photographs from the city's finest archives. From the Civil War
period, to the turn of the century, to the building of a modern
metropolis, Historic Photos of Kansas City follows life, government,
education, and events from Kansas City's history. This book
captures unique and rare scenes through the original lens of about
200 historic photographs. Published in striking black and white
photography, these images communicate historic events and
every day life of two centuries of people building a unique and
prosperous city.
  Take Control of Your Digital Photos, 3rd Edition Jeff
Carlson,2023-08-28 Build a stress-free workflow to import, rate,
tag, and organize your digital photos! Version 3.0, updated August
28, 2023 This book gives you the information you need to build
and maintain a digital photo workflow that makes it easy to
import, rate, tag, and store photos to find them quickly and easily
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later. It helps you spend more time on the enjoyable aspects of
photography—capturing and viewing your photos—and less on the
mundane but essential task of managing all your photos. It also
puts you in the best position to quickly find and edit your most
promising photos. Are you drowning in a sea of digital photos?
Unable to find the shots you’re looking for, or to stay on top of
managing all the photos you’re taking? Digital photography expert
Jeff Carlson gives you a plan for tackling this problem, starting with
preparing your camera ahead of time, then choosing the right app
to manage your photos, judging and organizing your photos, and
backing up your photos for safekeeping. In this book, Jeff offers
advice to cover both macOS and Windows (along with limited
coverage of mobile platforms), and to address a broad range of
photo management apps, including Apple Photos, Capture One,
Lightroom Classic, Lightroom desktop, Excire Foto, Exposure X7,
Mylio Photos, ON1 Photo Keyword AI, and ON1 Photo RAW. With
this book, you’ll learn how to: • Get started with the minimum
amount of work: Take advantage of software intelligence to do
some of the categorizing work for you, and find out how you can
accomplish some tasks even if you have little time. • Prep your
camera: Learn four actions you can take before you head out the
door that will make things easier after you return with new
pictures. • Manage your workflow: Choose the software and
approach that best meets your needs for organizing your photos. •
Import the right way: Learn how to assign valuable metadata to all
images that come in during the import stage, saving lots of time
and effort. • Pick winners and losers: Assign ratings to your
photos, and remove or hide unwanted photos. • Remove
duplicates: Use Lightroom Classic, Photos for macOS, or Gemini
Photos for iOS/iPadOS to find and delete duplicate images. • Use
AI/Machine Learning: Learn about AI/ML terminology, and use
software tools like ON1 Photo Keyword AI and Excire Foto to apply
keywords automatically. • Apply keywords and metadata: If
needed, manually apply keywords to individual shots, learn how to
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apply geotags using location data from external devices (like an
iPhone), and use facial recognition to collect shots of specific
friends and family members. • Search with smart albums: Build
smart albums whose contents change depending on criteria
you’ve specified, allowing you to find photos more easily, even in
images you add in the future. • Manage multiple libraries: Use
Photos for macOS, Lightroom Classic, or Peakto to manage
multiple photo libraries. • Go mobile: Find the right online service
for making your photos available on mobile devices, based on your
needs and which desktop photo management app you use. •
Protect your photos: Learn how to implement a backup strategy
that will preserve all your data, not just your photos, and how to
archive photos for the future.
  Moments in Time ,1984 A collection of some 240 photographs
of moments of joy and tragedy, victory and defeat, poignancy and
humor.
  The 1920s Decade in Photos Jim Corrigan,2010-01-01
Describes the important world, national, and cultural
developments of the decade 1920-1929.
  Historic Photos of Fort Wayne ,2007-09-01 At the
centennial of its founding by General Anthony Wayne in 1794, the
city of Fort Wayne could boast prosperity and rapid growth as a
leading industrial center of the Midwest. By the start of World War
I, it had become the second largest city in Indiana. The images
collected here offer a comprehensive look into the history of this
remarkable city. From the Wabash & Erie Canal at “Summit City”
to the Nickel Plate Railroad, from the Johnny Appleseed marker in
Swinney Park to the International Harvester truck plant, and from
the Aveline Hotel to the Lincoln Bank Tower, Historic Photos of Fort
Wayne captures unique and rare scenes of Fort Wayne through the
lens of hundreds of historic photographs. Published in striking
black and white, these images communicate the historic events
and everyday life of two centuries of people building a unique
metropolis. Historic Photos of Fort Wayne is sure to captivate
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anyone curious about the city’s past, from the student of history to
the local history buff.
  Historic Photos of Long Island ,2008-11 The largest island
in the continental United States, Long Island comprises Brooklyn,
Queens, Nassau, and Suffolk counties. With a rich history that has
included American Indian tribes such as the Massapequa,
Shinnecock, and Quogue, among others; colonists from England
and the Netherlands; and immigrants who arrived by way of Ellis
Island; Long Island thrives today on its wealth of industry,
agriculture, natural beauty, and the contributions of its nearly
eight million residents. Those very attributes are showcased in this
volume, Historic Photos of Long Island. From the lighthouse at
Montauk, to the growth of the Long Island Rail Road, to the
factories of Long Island City, the breadth, contrasts, and vitality of
the Island through a century of its life shine forth in the black-and-
white images collected here. Windmills and tide mills, potatoes
and oysters, aviators and fishermen--all are a part of the Island's
history, and all are represented vividly among the nearly 200
images seen in Historic Photos of Long Island.
  Famous People from Michigan Photo Pack Carole
Marsh,2016-02-12 The Famous People in Michigan Photo Pack
includes 12 photos or pictures. The photo packs are perfect for: ¥
Writing Projects ¥ Biography Projects ¥ Graphic Timelines ¥
Bulletin Boards ¥ State Studies ¥ Learning Centers ¥ Classroom
Decoration ¥ And More! The 12 photos/pictures in the Michigan
Photo Pack includes: ¥ JACQUES MARQUETTE, Missionary and
Explorer ¥ ANTOINE DE LA MOTHE CADILLAC, Founded Settlement
that Became City of Detroit ¥ SOJOURNER TRUTH, WomenÕs
Suffrage Activist ¥ ANNA HOWARD SHAW, Leader in WomenÕs
Suffrage Movement ¥ JOHN HARVEY KELLOGG, Co-Founder of the
Kellogg Company ¥ C.W. POST, Founded the Postum Cereal
Company ¥ HENRY FORD, Founder of the Ford Motor Company ¥
RANSOM E. OLDS, Pioneer of the Automotive Industry ¥ WILLIAM
CRAPO DURANT, Co-Founder of General Motors ¥ CHARLES
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LINDBERGH, Pilot Who Made First Solo Transatlantic Flight ¥ ROSA
PARKS, Civil Rights Activist ¥ GERALD FORD, 38th President of the
United States This FREE Online Teacher's Guide for State Photo
Packs is 9 pages. The TeacherÕs Guide provides ideas for two
basic ways to use the photo packs: Classroom Display and
Learning Activities. Click HERE to download the FREE Online
Teacher's Guide for State Photo Packs.
  Aerial Photo Techniques for a Recreation Inventory of Mountain
Lakes and Streams Roscoe B. Herrington,Stewart Ross
Tocher,1967
  Historic Photos of Delaware ,2008-05-01 Delaware, the First
State, has always been a vibrant reflection of early American
history. Historic Photos of Delaware captures more than a century
of the evolution of this great state using an impressive collection
of beautiful, rare photographs. From the celebratory dedications of
the Chesapeake Bay and Delaware Memorial bridges to the allure
of the Delaware beach communities and the rolling hills of Sussex
and Kent counties, Historic Photos of Delaware captures the
unique geography, landmarks, and historical events that have
shaped the state. This gorgeous book contains nearly 200 black-
and-white photographs drawn from the state’s most prominent
archives. Historic Photos of Delaware provides a compelling look
into the past and will appeal to longtime residents and history
buffs alike.
  Historic Photos of Paris Rebecca Schall,2007 Paris, the capital
of France, is one of the most popular destinations in the world. The
City of Lights is renowned for many things. Its history, beauty, high
quality of life, cosmopolitanism, art, fashion, cuisine, cultural
diversity, romance, architecture, museums, theaters, and
intellectual life. For these and countless other reasons, Paris
immediately evokes strong sentiment, whether or not one is lucky
enough to have been there. This book, Historic Photos of Paris,
explores the rise of this seductive city, through a collection of
extraordinary historic photographs from international archives.
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The book follows the people, places, and historic events that
shaped the development of modern Paris in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Iconic landmarks, scenes of daily life, and
unique and rare moments are presented in hundreds of historic
photographs, revealing a rich portrait of the urban masterpiece
that is Paris.
  How to Archive Family Photos Denise May
Levenick,2015-04-24 Organize and enjoy your family's memories!
You've captured countless cherished family photos of babies' first
steps, graduations, weddings, holidays, vacations, and priceless
everyday moments on your smartphone or digital camera. Perhaps
you've inherited a collection of heirloom family photographs, too.
But now what? How to Archive Family Photos is a practical how-to
guide for organizing your growing digital photo collection,
digitizing and preserving heirloom family photos, and sharing your
treasured photos. In this book, you'll find: • Simple strategies to
get your photos out of a smartphone or camera and into a safe
storage space • Easy methods to organize and back up your digital
photos, including file-naming and tagging hints • Achievable steps
to digitize and preserve heirloom family photos • Step-by-step
workflows illustrating common photo organizing and digitizing
scenarios • Checklists for setting up your own photo organization
system • 25 photo projects to preserve, share, and enjoy your
family photos Whether you have boxes full of tintypes and black-
and-white photographs, an ever-growing collection of digital
photos, or a combination of the two, this book will help you rescue
your images from the depths of hard drives and memory cards (or
from the backs of closets) so that you can organize and preserve
your family photo collection for future generations.
  Historic Photos of Las Vegas ,2007-11-01 Las Vegas—a
Spanish word meaning The Meadows or The Grasslands—was
established as a railroad town in 1905 and was officially
incorporated in 1911. It is the largest city in the United States
founded in the 20th century and goes by the two different
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nicknames of The Entertainment Capital of the World and Sin City.
Las Vegas continues to evolve: the city legalized gambling in
1936, Bugsy Siegel's Flamingo Hotel opened in 1946 starting the
now infamous Las Vegas Strip, and Steve Wynn opened The
Mirage in 1989 starting a new era with the megaresort casinos.
This book follows life, government, events and people important to
Las Vegas history and the building of this unique city. Spanning
over two centuries and two hundred photographs, this is a must
have for any long-time resident or history lover of Las Vegas!
  100 Days in Photographs Nicholas Yapp,2007 One hundred
days have been identified by Getty and National Geographic to
represent defining moments of the past 150 years. These
moments are crystallised in images that leap from the page
revealing joy, anger, despairsand triumph. An insightful text by
photography historian Nick Yapp supports these images, which are
accompanied by journals, excerpts and 'on-site' notes that offer
the backstory of the image and how it was captured.Major events
that have shaped our erascaptured in the book include, from the
Getty historic archive, the 1848-9 revolution and riots in Europe;
President Lincoln's assassination in 1865; the construction of the
Eiffel Tower in 1889; the Potemkin Mutiny (1905) that launched
the Russians Revolution; the Easter Rising in Dublin in 1916; the
Wall Street crash of 1929; Kristallnacht in Germany in 1938; the
Bristish leaving India in 1947; through to the dawn of the new
millennium in 2000.The National Geographic archives are used to
illustratescultural geography, the changes in landscape,
contemporary conflicts, Native America, and the civil rights
movement among others, including the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake, Scott and Amundsen reaching the South Pole in 1911;
the Lascaux cave paintings discovered in 1940; the first heart
transplant in 1967; the Chernobyl disaster of 1986; the cloning of
sheep in 1997; the Twin Towers attack of 2001; and the global
warming debate of 2007. The wonder of this book is in illustrating
how an entire event or age can be captured in a single image -
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whether it be of a peasant's tears, two heads of state sharing a
secret, or the triumph of an Olympic champion. Politics, war,
crime, exploration, fashion and fads all make up these one
hundred days: From the California Gold Rush of 1849 to the
finished structure of the Three Gorges Dam in 2006.
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